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letter from me
2022. I'm excited to report this year has taken off with no
hesitation, as far as Mowgli Studio goes. I'm revisiting a couple
websites for past clients, Glow by Lola in Urbana, IL and (Obieaward winner) Chris Wells in Woodstock, NY, as well as a new
site for my friend, Vonderheide Construction in Urbana, IL. I'm
finishing up logos for a past student of mine and her research
team in Boston, MA—which I'm excited to share because their
work is incredible. There's an entire rebrand campaign for the
most progressive and proactive church I've ever interacted
with, Peoples Church of Flint, MI. There's also apparel design
for Pets Alive in Bloomington, IN and a branding video for
Naturally McHenry County, IL (fka Visit McHenry County).
Busy, busy, busy. Grateful, grateful, grateful.

P09 ?

It's nice to take a breather between clients to land right here
and work on the first quarterly of 2022. We're focusing on
sustainability, hence Earth as our cover model. I had the great
pleasure of interviewing Rebecca McBride of Four Osprey,
Ecofluent, and CU City Farm. We also address veganism, trees,
going to camp as a kid, review some environment-loving media,
and learn about the benefits and differences in underground
homes. All of this, of course, accompanied by our beloved issue
mix tape. So... if you'd be so kind to hit play on that mix tape
and continue on to what we hope is a soft place to land in
your day as well.
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Owner/Artivist of Mowgli Studio
Pitbull Mama to Gertie & Vinnie
Vegan at Keep On Vegan On
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client love
DONATE

I'm really excited to share this interview with you!
Not only because it's the first Mowgli Quarterly interview I had the
pleasure of doing in person, but because I sit down with my former
boss, current client, and friend—Rebecca McBride. I selfishly requested
we do the interview at her home. It's a beautiful backdrop for talking
about environmentalism and all the things Bec is doing for the cause.
It also means I get to drive out to the countryside (miss her driveway,
drive until the road ends, call Bec for directions, and turn around), pull
up to my future home goals, visit with her wife Betsy, and meet their
adorable and hilarious pup, Chance. As if that's not enough, I also get
the honor of hearing Rebecca tell me all these pieces of the puzzle that
create her story.

It was raining and instead of finding a place in her home where we
wouldn't have that background noise—we embraced it. Cozied into a
corner of her office with windows on three sides and a metal roof to
amplify those raindrops, we settled in for a chat. In true form, we both
tried to stay professional and ended up in a fit of giggles wondering
how we'd make it through the entire interview. Wiping laugh-til-you-cry
tears from our faces, we obviously pulled ourselves together and got to
chatting.
Rebecca started her nonprofit, Four Osprey and a few of its initiatives,
while we were working at Krannert Center for the Performing
Arts. I also had recently finished my degree in Earth, Society, and
Environmental Sustainability at the University of Illinois, so she asked
if I'd like to design some things for her and be on the board. Yes, please!
From that point on we had a lot of great conversations about whales,
working with local grade school classes, and being more ecofluent
(collectively use the principles of supply and demand to fundamentally
reshape our economy to one that supports a balanced and healthy
environment).
Today, Rebecca spends most of her time with Four Osprey's current
initiative, C-U City Farm, which includes the Mobile Market delivering
donated food and products to communities with limited access to
grocery stores and food pantries in Champaign County. There are so
many more layers within that initiative, but I'll let Bec share that with
you in her interview. Enjoy!

WHAT MOWGLI DID:
FOUR OSPREY + C-U CITY FARMS BRANDING, ECOFLUENT WEBSITE
REBECCA'S RECOMMENDED READS: Braiding Sweetgrass by Robin Wall Kimmerer | Deep Ecology: Living as if Nature Mattered by Bill Devall | The Peace of Wild Things by Wendell Berry
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meet my friends

START KITS

WE'RE SWITCHING THINGS UP FOR THIS SPREAD IN
HONOR OF ALL THINGS HELPING MAMA EARTH...
AND YEP, VEGANISIM IS DEFINITELY ONE OF THEM.

LAND USE

If everyone shifted to a plant-based diet
we would reduce global land use for
agriculture by 75%. This large reduction
of agricultural land use would be possible
thanks to a reduction in land used for
grazing and a smaller need for land to
grow crops. [1]

POLLUTION

A study from Oxford University identified
going vegan as the “single biggest way”
we can reduce our carbon footprint,
shrinking it up to 73%. [2]

SOIL
DEGRADATION

With over-cultivation, which minimizes
the space of the land that is not tilled,
soil fertility is further degraded as there
is no time to replenish nutrients. Soil
degradation and loss leads to reduced
soil fertility and degraded land. [3]

CHECK OUT THIS VEGAN
CALCULATOR TO SEE HOW
ONE PERSON *CAN* MAKE A
DIFFERENCE!

ENERGY
CONSUMPTION

Meat requires a lot of processing before
it is suitable for human consumption,
and meat processing requires a lot of
energy. It takes about 31.5 kWh of energy
to produce one pound of beef—a little
under the amount of energy your fridge
uses to run for a whole month. [4]

FARTS + BURPS

Manure and gastroenteric releases (farts
+ burps) account for roughly 32% of
human-caused methane emissions. [5]

LOSS OF
MARINE LIFE

“Dead zones” are the agricultural
consequences where excess nutrients
enter a waterway. Extra nitrogen and
phosphorous encourage algae growth
which results in algal blooms. As the
algae dies, bacteria begin to decompose
the algae. Much of the dissolved oxygen
in the water gets used up in this process,
causing drops in oxygen or hypoxic
conditions. This is bad news for anything
living in the area. [6]

WATER USE

Agriculture consumes more water
than any other major global industry,
accounting for 70% of global water use.
It takes about 460 gallons to make one
quarter-pound beef patty—that’s the
equivalent of taking 23 showers. [7]

DEFORESTATION

The Amazon rainforest, one of our
world’s greatest natural resources,
houses over 10% of the biodiversity
on earth with countless species
of mammals, birds, reptiles and
amphibians. Since 1970, the vast
majority of the deforestation in the
Amazon has been due to cattle ranching.
[8]

SPECIES
EXTINCTION

Animal agribusiness already occupies
about 40% of Earth’s landmass and
accounts for 75% of global deforestation.
The rapid destruction is causing species
to disappear, negatively impacting the
biodiversity of native ecosystems and
furthering our path into the 6th mass
extinction of all species on Earth. [9]

BECAUSE THIS ISSUE IS FOCUSED ON ENVIRONMENTALISM SO ARE THE REASONS ABOVE. ON THE NEXT PAGE, I
MAKE MY ARGUMENT FOR ANIMALS, BUT PLEASE KNOW THIS IS A SOCIAL JUSTICE ISSUE AS WELL. HUMANS ARE
OPPRESSED VIA ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION, CONTINUOUS EXPOSURE TO VIOLENCE, RACIAL DISCRIMINATION, AND
LACK OF WORKERS’ RIGHTS IN BIG AG. DECOLONIZING THE FOOD SYSTEM (BOTH CARNIVOROUS + WHITE VEGANISM)
IS A FORM OF RESISTANCE. [10, 11]

WAYS TO TRY
GOING VEGAN!
I'm not going to rewrite the script
on vegan tricks or hacks or guides
or whatever. Amazing folks have
already done that and some of
them are listed to your right »
Instead... I'll share my vegan story with you. Everyone's is different.
There are the people who went vegan overnight (kudos to them), and
then there are some of us who transitioned a bit slower.
At the time, I was dating a guy who was getting his PhD in agriculture.
One day, he said to me, "I'm surprised you're not vegetarian." A pretty
legitimate observation, since all my office mates were vegetarian. Not to
mention, I tend to like all other animals far more than human animals.
I thought maybe I could try it out by seeing if I could make my lunches
vegan. If I could make food for work vegan, any other meal at home would
be easier. It was a great tactic, because I didn't feel pressured to change
overnight and learned a lot along the way. That Thanksgiving I went
vegan plus honey and eggs (back off, vegans, I know that's not vegan—but
it's a fast way to explain it). No meat, fish, or dairy. One year later I was
reading Alicia Silverstone's book, The Kind Diet, and finally allowed the
information on eggs to sink in. That was when I went entirely vegan and
never looked back.
Honestly, I think it's far easier to go vegan for the animals, because there's
a life being affected by your decisions. I've seen people eat plant-based
for the environment or their health, and I'm happy they're doing it. It
still helps in all the other causes, but often those folks go back to their
old ways. I could never imagine flipping that systemically taught switch
back on that detaches me from another soul who has no say in their
life. The truth is, there's no such thing as humane slaughter... The fear
these animals experience watching and/or listening to their friends being
slaughtered and not wanting to be next is real. How can killing someone
be humane if they don't want to die? It's not. It's murder.

AFRICAN AMERICAN VEGAN
STARTER GUIDE
FOOD EMPOWERMENT
PROJECT
MERCY FOR ANIMALS
PHYSICIANS COMMITTEE
FOR RESPONSIBLE
MEDICINE
VEGAN OUTREACH
VEGANUARY

BOOKS

ANIMAL LIBERATION
THE CHINA STUDY
EATING ANIMALS
ESTHER THE WONDER PIG
FARM SANCTUARY
A KIND DIET
MY GENTLE BARN
PROJECT ANIMAL FARM
WHY VEGAN?

VIDEOS

BLACKFISH (DOC)
CARNAGE (MOVIE)
COWSPIRACY (DOC)
DOMINION (DOC)
EARTHLINGS (DOC)
FOOD INC (DOC)
FORKS OVER KNIVES (D0C)
THE GHOSTS IN OUR
MACHINE (DOC)
LIVE AND LET LIVE (DOC)
OKJA (MOVIE)
PEACEABLE KINGDOM (DOC)
THEY'RE TRYING TO KILL US
(DOC)
VEGUCATED (DOC)
WHAT THE HEALTH (DOC)
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redwoods
The redwoods are like no other
trees... find a secluded grove
and tilt your head back 90°
and look up into the green
canopies above you. Your spirits
are bound to rise for you are
surrounded by such giants
of beauty, beautiful spirits
themselves reaching for the sky.
—BODHI SMITH

Through the branches of a giant
redwood tree already two
thousand years old floats a
magnificent butterfly, whose life
is only two weeks old. —DR. SUNWOLF
Being able to see land that
has always been locked up,
chained up, or blocked off from
us is incredible—to see where we
roamed at one time.
—CHRIS RAY, SINKYONE/CAHTO/WAILAKI/

EASTERN POMO, TRIBAL CITIZEN AND ELDER OF
SCOTTS VALLEY BAND OF POMO INDIANS, AND
BOARD MEMBER OF THE SINKYONE COUNCIL.

In July 2020, the conservation group
Save the Redwoods League,
purchased 523 acres of coast redwood
forestland from the utilities giant of
northern California, PG&E (Pacific Gas
& Electric) for $3.55 million. PG&E
has, in the last few decades, been
responsible for some of the worst and
deadliest wildfires in California’s history.
Reflective of their troubled history,
PG&E created a habitat conservation
program in hopes of mitigating the
environmental damage they’ve caused.
In February of 2022, the Save the
Redwoods League donated the 523
acres to the InterTribal Sinkyone
Wilderness Council, thus restoring
a small portion of the land to the
Indigenous Tribes displaced generations
ago by European American settlers.
Added to this is PG&E reimbursing the
league and council for the purchase
(under “transactional cost and
management plan preparation”), and
contributing a $1.13 million endowment
to support ongoing stewardship of the
area. As a Tribal Protected Area, this
acreage, renamed Tc”ih-Léh-Dûñ,1
becomes a vital addition to 180,000
acres of adjacent conserved lands along
the Northern California Sinkyone coast.
The InterTribal Sinkyone Wilderness
Council, supported by 30 conservation
groups, was formed in 1986 and is
comprised of 10 Northern California
Tribal Nations who have inhabited
the area for thousands of years. Their
main goal is to preserve the forests
(read: Redwoods!) along the coastal
rainforest of Northern California,2 and
restore ancestral lands and waterways
once held by pre-contact indigenous
tribes. This tribal caretaking of the
forest and habit corridor is part of
a larger program by the council to
empower the ten indigenous tribes.
Blending indigenous place-based land
guardianship principles, conservation
science, climate adaptation and fire
resiliency concepts with restoration of
tribal cultural values and traditions, the
council can insure tribal stewardship
will benefit all… humans and trees.

Coast Redwoods also grow along the
Pacific coast in Oregon and Washington
State in greatly reduced amounts with
approximately 10% of the original old
growth protected. These trees are helped
by local groups doing the same actions
as the InterTribal Sinkyone Council…
protecting and restoring the land to
recreate a sustainable ecosystem.
To quote Save the Redwoods League
president and CEO Sam Hodder,

These communities have
been stewarding these
lands across thousands of
years. It was the exclusion
of that stewardship in
many ways that’s gotten
us into the mess that
we’re in.

redwood info
Millions of years ago, a large portion of
the Northern Hemisphere was covered
with beautiful, giant redwoods. Along
the northern west coast of California—
before the 1850 (before the gold rush,
the rebuilding of San Francisco from
the 1906 earthquake and fire, AND
California statehood), it was estimated
that there were two million acres of oldgrowth coast redwoods.
Today, primarily due to over-logging and
clearcutting, only 5% of that old-growth
coast redwood forest remains. Redwood
trees are some of the oldest and
massive trees in the world. Redwoods
are monoecious (monos= single, oikos
= house), meaning both male (pollenproducing) and female (seed-bearing)
cones are born on the same tree but
different branches.

there are
three major
redwoods:
THE GIANT SEQUOIA3 (Sequoiadendron
giganteum) aka Sierra Redwood, live up
to 2-3,000 years old. The total amount
remaining is fewer than 48,000 acres,
distributed in 77 scattered groves along
the western slopes of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains. Over 90% of this acreage
is in public ownership. Giant Sequoias
can grow as tall as 275 feet and 30 feet
in diameter. They are also the oldest
known tree fossils dating back 200
million years. The cones are ovid-shaped
(about the size of your hand when the
index and pinky fingers touch) and
may hold up to 230 seeds. They are
coniferous evergreens with awl-shaped,
bluish-green needle leaves arranged
spirally on a stem. Mature trees are
also naturally resistant to fire thanks to
their bark that is three feet thick and
the lack of flammable pitch.
COAST REDWOODS (Sequoia
sempervirens4) aka California
Redwood, are one of the Earth’s tallest
tree species. Tallest recorded was 380
feet with a diameter of 29 feet.5 The
cones are small, about the size of a large
olive, and contain three to seven seeds
per cone. Coast Redwoods are one of
the few conifers that can also reproduce
through suckers that sprout from roots
and stumps.6 And like the Sequoia,
mature trees are naturally fire resistant
thanks to their one foot thick bark and
the lack of flammable pitch.
DAWN REDWOODS (Metasequoia
Glyptostrobides) located mostly in
China. Diverged from the above around
150 million years ago, and became
deciduous (read: drops its leaves)
though still considered a conifer. Grows
faster than the other redwoods and
has recorded heights of 160 ft. Dawn
Redwoods are often used in the bonsai
tree market.

rootnotes

a small list of resources...

1 Pronounced tsih-ih-LEY-duhn, which

*KID-FRIENDLY (CHECK OUT COMMON
SENSE MEDIA FOR KID-FRIENDLY
OPTIONS DIVIDED INTO AGES)

is Sinkyone for Fish Run Place.

2 Coastal rainforests are located along

the Pacific Coast from Prince
William Sound, Alaska (61° N)
to a little south of San Francisco
Bay, California (38° N). These
beautiful temperate canopies created
by the Redwoods mixed with a mild,
wet climate gathers an average of
55” of rain per year.

Coastal rainforests are home to
other species of trees, plants and
animals. These coastal rainforests
also affect marine ecosystems (read:
kelp forests, fish, and shellfish), and
are critical for the sustainability of
these ecosystems and the indigenous
cultural traditions associated with
them.

3 Pronounced seh-KWOY-ah. Named

after 19th century Cherokee scholar,
Sequoyah, who invented a system for
writing down the Cherokee language.
One of the few times in recorded
history that a member of a preliterate people created an original,
effective writing system.

4 Latin for “always living”
5 For perspective, the Statue of Liberty
is 305 ½ feet tall.

6 AKA fairy rings. Redwood trees grow

in a circle, usually around the stump
of a logged old-growth tree.

IF THIS THEN...
Richard Preston’s book The Wild Trees «
MQ's First Design On the Inside «
Great Green Wall «
Green Belt movement «

BOOKS

The Book of Hope
Braiding Sweetgrass
The End of Ice
Entangled Life
The Hidden Life of
Trees
The Lorax*
No One Is Too Small
to Make a ifference*
Silent Spring
A Terrible Thing to
Waste
Undrowned
We Are the Weather

DOCUMENTARIES

The 11th Hour
2040*
Before the Flood*
The Cove
Cowspiracy
Earth*
Fantastic Fungi
Food Inc.
March of the
Penguins*
My Octopus Teacher*
Oceans*
Planet Earth*
Seaspiracy
Seed
This Changes
Everything

MOVIES

Avatar
The Day After
Tomorrow
Don't Look Up
FernGully*
Happy Feet*
Okja
Wall-E*

PODCASTS

Emergence Magazine
Podcast
For What It's Earth
How to Save the
Planet
New Climate
Narratives

WEBSITES

Arts & Climate
Change
Climate Web
Global Oneness
Project
Greenpeace
Grist
She Changes Climate
Treehugger

MAGAZINES

Bear Deluxe
Camas
Earth First!
Ecotone
Emergence Magazine
Mother Earth News
Orion
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the generational woodleaf experience
1970s
In Northern California, in the town I

2000s
Maple syrup and breakfast sausage.

Woodleaf is a campground nestled
in the foothills of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains that was long ago, a
stagecoach stop during the gold-rush
era. Woodleaf revamped in 1966 to be
a nature and recreation camp, that for
one week I was shipped off 45 miles
away with my peers to survive.

In 6th grade, going to this camp for a
week was a rite of passage. I’m not sure
if fellow students were more excited for
a camp atmosphere or just getting out
of classes for a week. I looked forward
to being in the open air the most; to
learning how to build a proper lean-to
shelter; to learning about edible plants
versus the ones that will instantly kill
you; to getting to hike and adventure in
new territory.

grew up in there was a rite of passage,
so to speak, that every sixth grader in
all the schools within the school district
went through…Woodleaf!

I attended in the late 70’s, and
Woodleaf’s focus then was on nature
and conservation skills paired with
fun camp-like activities (swimming,
basketball, soccer, arts & crafts, ziplining, et al). My memories are fuzzy
about most of the week, reduced down
to just a scattering of highlights. I
remember there was a guy who lived in
a teepee, named Teepee John. He was
kind of the Mr. Nature of the camp
and was pretty cool. He was also wellversed on Native American folklore and
traditions (for example, how the stars
were created, how to make acorn butter,
and, I want to say, leg wrestling, and
mancala?).
I remember learning basic survival skills
too, like how to find North whether it’s
day or night, what plants are edible if
you are lost in the wilderness, building a
shelter, water from urine, constellations
of the night sky, stuff like that. I also
recall feeding an eagle that had been
injured and was being rehabilitated.
There may have been bad experiences
too, like getting poison oak or getting in
trouble for staying up late talking past
lights out, but now I chalk that up to
being all part of the ritual of going to
Woodleaf.
What I do remember most is the feeling
of joy being with my friends and having
fun there, away from home and school.
Warm fuzzies for sure. Aww… Woodleaf!

Smells trigger memories more than
anything for me and maple syrup and
breakfast sausage are what trigger the
memories of Woodleaf.

Here, we also learned about waste and
the importance of a “reduce, reuse,
and recycle” way of thought and living.
I could semi-grasp this at the age of
11, but going back as a counselor in
my senior year of high school made it
all the more prevalent and tangible. I
remember there being a competition
amongst the cabins (the mention of
cabins has triggered their smell and,
considering I haven’t stepped foot in one
in nearly 16 years, it is mind-blowingly
potent) and whichever cabin was the
cleanest before going to breakfast
wins. I don’t remember what was won.
Probably just the joy of taking pleasure
in winning. But if you didn’t have much
waste in the cabin, it was an easy win,
and I think this was part of learning to
reduce, reuse, and recycle. We won once
during the week (I think it was rigged,
so everyone could win at least once.
That’s reality, I guess. Or I’m just a sore
loser).
I wasn’t a fan of the sing-along songs
they taught. I enjoyed a song from a
mixtape more at that age that had the
lyrics “Worms shit dirt but they don’t
eat concrete.” Very informative. I vaguely
remember stories involving Teepee John,
but these could just be memories my
mom has told me throughout the years
when she went in the ‘70s.

2010s...
kinda
Starting in 2007, actually, (the year

after Hannah was a camp counselor)
was the beginning of the end of the
original Woodleaf.
Woodleaf was operated by the Sutter
County Office of Education, which is
how each 6th grade class was able to
go for free. A unique program for that
reason alone. In 2007, the owners of
the land, Young Life (a Colorado-based
Christian ministry that was leasing
the land to Yuba County) decided they
wanted to take on the land for their
own programs. Woodleaf had two years
to find a new location.
As pointed out in a 2007 news piece on
this exchange,

For some children, it’s
their first chance to
experience the natural
world. If it just touches
two kids, it helps the
ecosystem because they
learn to respect it.
From that point on, I found articles
about fundraising for the move. Then
in 2009, Young Life is using the title
Woodleaf in their own marketing.
Which I assume means the school
program failed to raise the funds they
needed to move and continue on. I also
assume Young Life held onto the name
to benefit from some 38-year long legacy
by the original camp (more so than it's
the town name). There also is a lot of
crowdfunding for kids to go to camp,
so the program is no longer free to
students... Thanks, organized religion.

reviews

hayao miyazaki
You must see with eyes
unclouded by hate. See the
good in that which is evil,
and the evil in that which
is good. Pledge yourself
to neither side, but vow
instead to preserve the
balance that exists between
the two. -MIYAZAKI

intermingle, and plot develops, and lives
become at risk and it’s all for the love of
trees. If you are in the mood for short
stories, then the first section of the
book is excellent, and you will become
captivated by each character and the
desire for more will befall you.

Cole Delaney of
Any-mation takes
us through an
exploration of what
is so unique about
Miyazaki's work—
digging, layer by
layer, down into the
very driving force
behind his incredible
body of work.

To quote the man himself, “Many of my
movies have strong female leads; brave,
self-sufficient girls that don't think twice
about fighting for what they believe with
all their heart. They’ll need a friend, or
a supporter, but never a savior. Any
woman is just as capable of being a hero
as any man.”
Through his animation company
founded in 1985, Studio Ghibli, he has
presented to the world movies dealing
with environmentalism, friendship, love,
family, Japanese culture and history,
war, and all the emotions good and bad
in the human condition.

A long time ago, I thought of Hayao
Miyazaki as the Walt Disney of Japanese
animation, not having seen any of his
films. But after I watched my first film,
My Neighbor Totoro, in the early 90’s,
that comparison is not even close: The
only similarities being that both have
made films.

What is also lush and beautiful about
Miyazaki films is the music. Longtime
collaborator Mamoru Fujisawa aka Joe
Hisaishi1 has scored Studio Ghibli
films for over 37 years. His musical
scores are as much a part of the film
viewing as the animation and storyline.
That said, the other vootie thing about
Hisaishi’s music is that you can listen
to it separately: Whole film soundtracks
are soothing and relaxing.

Miyazaki writes, directs and draws most
of his movies (wrote 23, directed 21)
and all are beautifully entertaining. He
is considered one of the most influential
artists in animation history.

Of Miyazaki’s films that resonate with
me the most are the ones concerning
the environment. From the revelation of
spirits in nature in My Neighbor Totoro
and Ponyo to the destruction and

rebirth of a toxic land caused by human
war in Nausicaä Valley of Wind; from the
unchecked greed and spiritual vacuum
in Spirited Away, to the misguided
environmental destruction in Princess
Mononoke. All reminders that a balance
between the human world and the natural
world must be found for the benefit of
both—with visually stunning messages
crafted through the genius of Hayao
Miyazaki.
If you have the chance to view a Miyazaki
film, do.
1 when Mamoru started to become

more well known, he decided to use a
stage name. One of his musical
inspirations is American musician Quincy
Jones. In Japanese Kanji, “Quincy” can be
written as “Hisaishi” and “Joe” comes
from Jones.

IF THIS THEN...
» Joe Hisaishi & 25 years of Studio Ghibli
» Wolfwalkers
» Iron Giant
» Tokyo Godfathers
» My Life as a Zucchini
» Persepolis
» A Cat in Paris
» The Triplets of Belleville
» Iye Loves Life veganizes Studio Ghibli food!

the overstory
BY RICHARD POWERS
The beauty of The Overstory is its
ability to tell nine narratives, but the
focus and main character is actually
trees. This book is basically about trees.
Richard Powers is a gifted author with
the talent to write a protagonist whose
indirectness affects and influences the
nine characters and their perspectives.
To begin, I recommend a physical copy
of the book for two reasons. (1) In
order to feel closer to the protagonist,
a tree’s copy is lovely. A tree’s copy is
a natural version with a natural way of
reading. Yes, I may be biased and against
digital books. Whatuvit? (2) There is
an abundance of underlining-worthy
sentences for pondering further and
referencing again at a later date and
taking analog notes in the margins of a
tree copy is always better.
The nine narratives begin separately,
and you may wonder what the deal is
with these individual storylines and
what the point is, and you may even at
some point want to quit reading because
at this moment in time you didn’t sign
up for short stories, you wanted a novel
with actual plot. BUT DON’T QUIT
READING. The narratives eventually
begin to connect, and the characters

Overall, after reading, you are left with
more appreciation for the world that we
live in and on, for we are intruders of
nature with a great lack of respect for
it and the human hubris is killing our
ability to cohabitate naturally. It will
remind you how much we are affected
by our environment, even in unforeseen
ways. Trees can stand outside of
our lives but are forces of unspoken
inspiration. After consumption, a desire
to be outside amongst the trees will
enchant you and your perspective will
perhaps change forever. It will entice
you to be in a natural headspace rather
than a digital one.
This is a book for a more relaxed read,
so take your time. Many cups of tea
and the shade from a tree are awaiting
the company of its thought-provoking
words. Awareness and self-growth are
nearing.

Trees fall with spectacular
crashes. But planting is
silent and growth is invisible.
IF THIS THEN...
» Walden by Henry David Thoreau
» The Hidden Life of Trees by
Peter Wohlleben
» Undrowned by Alexis Pauline Gumbs
» Richard Powers website
» His new, Bewilderment, which is (from
what I aunderstand) another love
letter to nature and how humans are
horrible at relationships with it

IF THIS THEN...
Bee and Puppycat «
Summer Camp Island «
Gravity Falls «
Bluey «

hilda series
BY LUKE PEARSON
This may be a case of The Office—where
whichever series you watched first (the
British or American one) is the best
version. It's the British one, btw. But I
think this is different... ?
I came to know of Hilda from the 20182019 Netflix series (and later the 2021
movie and Netflix finale). As a graphic
designer, I immediately swooned over
the color palette: a consistent brand of
soothing renewed retro. It's absolutely
stunning. After watching the entire
series in one evening, I was hooked and
ordering the original graphic novel set.
Hilda's connection to the land and
animals (which are otherworldly) is
nurturing, confident, and protective.
She lives her life as part of the natural
world, not like most humans watching
nature like a TV show (ironically).
Her cohorts in warm, fuzzy-hearted
adventures are her mom (supportive,
trusting, and encouraging), Frida the
over-achiever and David the anxious
hesitator (her city besties), and Alfur
the elf and Twig the deer-fox (her nature
pals). It's a playscape I made believe (in
my own version) as a child.
Luke Pearson, who created both the
graphic novels and the Netflix series
(and was a storyboarder for Adventure
Time) did something that rarely
happens. He made the TV series even
better than the graphic novels and tie-in
storybooks. They are very much one in
the same, except he upgraded the Netflix
series with tiny details beyond the way
the cast looks. As if he jumped at the
opportunity to do that one last thing he
wish he did before it went to print. That
being said, I think these would make
great bedtime stories with your kiddos
(or for yourself).
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SHIP SHELTER OR LODGE?
I had an entirely different article designed up for you, which I will save for another
day—but editing Rebecca's video in the client love section reminded me of earthship
structures.
When I was little, I remember my family randomly going on car rides to look at houses
out in the country. Domes, A-frames, underground... if it was different looking, my dad
was curious. At one point we were going to build across the street from my grandparents,
and plans were even drawn up for what I now would call an earth home. No wonder I've
been drawing floor plans since I was a little stinker.
Fast forward decades later, and I'm visiting my grandma in Wilson, North Carolina. I
had randomly found this historic site and asked if we could check it out. Little did I
know what an amazing afternoon I would have learning about the man behind the round
house structure at Oliver Nestus Freeman Round House. Freeman majored in industrial
arts at Tuskegee Institute, where he met his life-long mentor Booker T. Washington
and innovative scientist George Washington Carver. Embodying the best of Booker T.
Washington's ideals, as a teacher and master craftsman, Freeman returned to Wilson
and built not only houses, but community. What made me think of it (besides just being
cool architecture and history) was Freeman would throw bottles and garbage into his
masonry to add strength and clean up the area. Sound familiar earthship folks? They
since have built a modern museum next to the round house that I hope to visit one day. I
really hope the man who taught us all about Freeman in the round house that day is still
there, though. He was the best person to learn from!

EARTHSHIP: Earthships are designed to behave as passive solar earth shelters made of both
natural and upcycled materials such as earth-packed tires. They are constructed to use available
natural resources, especially energy from the sun and rain water.
EARTH SHELTER (EARTH HOUSE, EARTH BERMING, UNDERGROUND HOUSE): A home
with soil against the walls, on the roof, or that is entirely buried underground. Earth acts as thermal
mass, making it easier to maintain a steady indoor air temperature and therefore reduces energy
costs for heating or cooling.
EARTH LODGE: A semi-subterranean building covered partially or completely with earth, best
known from the Native American cultures of the Great Plains and Eastern Woodlands. Most earth
lodges are circular in construction with a dome-like roof, often with a central or slightly offset smoke
hole at the apex of the dome.

The people that live here—we're all people who have opted
out of the system... we took destiny into our own hands.

GREEN ROOF (LIVING ROOF): A roof of a building that is partially or completely covered with
vegetation and a growing medium, planted over a waterproofing membrane. It may also include
additional layers such as a root barrier and drainage and irrigation systems.

DEBORAH BINDER
rent an earthship | round house in the news | native american earth lodges | earth shelter article
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MIX TAPE CONTRIBUTORS
AP (anni poppen)
HH (hannah howell)
RM (rebecca mcbride)
SD (scott durfor)
PHOTOGRAPHY + VIDEOGRAPHY
cover (unsplash)
letter from me (jafe weems)
client video (mowgli studio)
trees (wikimedia commons)
woodleaf (current woodleaf )
ARTICLES
veganism (anni poppen)
trees (scott durfor)
woodleaf (scott + hannah + anni)
REVIEWERS
miyazaki (scott durfor)
overstory (hannah howell)
hilda (anni poppen)
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anni poppen

DON'T WANT TO MISS THE NEXT ISSUE OF MQ?
Subscribe right here (pop up at the bottom left of the screen)! I promise I won't email
you except for the four issues per year. Gotta love an email signup that promises that!
IF YOU'RE WITH A NON-PROFIT + WANT TO COLLABORATE
please email me at anni@mowglistudio.com to schedule a chat!
IF YOU WANT TO SUPPORT OUR WORK
check out that coffee cup icon below
or our affiliate page to share the perks

exclusive offers + affiliate links

Bookshop.org » an online bookstore with a mission to financially support local,
independent bookstores.
Fetch » scan receipts, earn points, and trade them in for gift cards.
Getaway » Save $25 on any Getaway cabin
Headliner » Try out two free weeks of the Pro Plan to turn podcasts/audio into
videos for social media
Libro » buy audiobooks through your local bookstore, giving you the power to
keep money within your local economy.
Noom » I'm actually enjoying the program, and it's helping me get over some
body issues
Sticker Mule » Get $10 off your order of stickers, magnets, buttons, and more
Viori » Save 10% on vegan, longsheng rice shampoo and conditioner bars

